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Abstract
The following article discusses the importance of using big data, especially in the operation of capital market
companies, both in terms of benefits and potential risks. Given the growing dynamic business environment,
capital market companies have to transform their operations in order to accommodate the raising demands. Fast
business decision making is of particular importance in this process. Structured use of data plays a major role in
decision-making, especially as the amount of large digital data in the modern world grows at an unprecedented
rate.
Author of the article focuses on the statistical and econometric techniques required for the analysis of big data.
The article also highlights some use cases and the growing interest of capital market companies in introducing
big data analytical technologies and the relevant challenges and benefits. In addition, using so-called
"Simpson’s Reversal Paradox" author explains that using big data and digging deep into details might be
counterproductive and lead to loss of global picture and wrong decision-making.
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I.I NTRO D UCTIO N
From the 20th century onward, along with the growth of globalization, the in-depth study of the
evolution, role and influence of international financial markets became the subject of consideration of many
scholars and research institutions (Alfaro, Chanda et al, 2000; Pagano, 1993; Prati and Schinasi, 1997; Dicle and
Levendis, 2013); Nowadays, achieving significant economic development and progress in the modern world has
become practically impossible without efficiently functioning, structured and properly regulated financial
markets. For example, by using data on 49 countries from 1976 to 1993, the World Bank Policy research
department found that stock market liquidity - as measured by stock trading relative to the size of the market and
economy - is positively and significantly correlated with current and future rates of economic growth, capital
accumulation, and productivity growth within the country (Levine and Zervos, 1996).
“One of the most significant economic developments of the last quarter century was the convergence and
integration of financial markets and previously separate financial market segments. In the context of
globalization, there is growing interaction between them between the insurance market, banking and the stock
market” (Morosan, 2015, p.1). In general, financial markets allow the parties to trade with various financial
instruments and assets, to manage and insure financial risks and to conduct an analysis and investment activity.
A modern company can reach investors and raise money in a different ways. As a result, flow of funds within an
economy, and the factors that having effect on this flow, might have an important role in the economic
environment in which a company operates. Although we speak mainly about corporate firms, many different
entities can raise money in the capital markets. These might include sovereign governments, local authorities,
international financial institutions, supranational bodies (Choudhry, Joannas, et al, 2010).
Given the growing dynamic business environment in the modern digital world, proper analysis of data is
increasingly important in the operations of companies presented on the financial markets. Therefore, in recent
decades, the principles of financial markets in combination with the raising role of big data have been actively
researched by world's leading universities and other solid international organizations. There are academic
publications and analytical/policy reports on this topic out there, which gives indication on the increased
scientific significance of the topic (Guerard and Rachev, 2013; Jothimani, Shankar et al, 2014).
Big data basically is the information asset characterized by such a high volume, velocity and variety to
require specific technology and analytical methods for its transformation into value (Mauro, Greco et al, 2016
p.1). Over the last decades, the concept of big data has been applied to many different industries. For example,
big data technologies have enabled more creative and innovative development for smart cities (Rotuna, Cirnu et
al, 2017). Also, “the shifts to practice-based evidence for medicine, and data-driven rather than strictly
hypothesis-driven biomedical research, represent the big changes driven by big data” (Sanchez and Verspoor,
2014, p. 18).
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Further evidence of the above-mentioned is a summary of the number of papers published in 2010-2015
with “big data” as the subject and listed in the CNKI and Web of Science databases, illustrated in Figure 1:

Figure 1 - Number of papers published in 2010 - 2015 with big data as the subject (Ye and Li, 2017).
Going forward, if we narrow focus and concentrate on only four subject areas such as business and
management, computer science, decision science and social science, 227 articles have been published from 1996
to 2015. Figure 2 illustrates an abrupt increase in number of journal articles in the big data and big data analytics
research area from 2013 onwards until 2015 and figure 3 demonstrates that the vast majority of the publications
are research papers (Sivarajah, Kamal et al, 2017):

Figure 2 – Total number of papers published (from 1996 to 2015)
2015)

Figure 3 – Classification of publication types (from 1996 to

Source: Sivarajah, Kamal et al, 2017

Keeping focus on our research topic, from the different types of financial markets, it is especially
interesting to explore the capital market6-or long-term securities market, because capital markets have been
relatively slow to adopt big data strategies. Considering the sector of financial services, big data has gained far
more traction within retail banking because of the increasing desire of these financial institutions to profile their
customers in a similar manner to pioneers of big data adapters such as Google or Amazon. There is less incentive
to apply big data in this manner on the institutional side of the capital markets (O'Sheaa and Shah, 2014).
Capital Market companies, like investment banks, hedge funds and others have always been quite dataintensive. However, since the emergence of issues related to big data and relevant business intelligence, the way
those companies use data changes quite apparently. They have never been data-poor but the necessity to explore
market conditions tremendously quickly is changing the essence of financial trading companies and transforming
them from data consumers to data-driven firms, depending on the skills and expertise of data scientists and
engineers, in addition to financial analysts and experts (Bank for International Settlements, 2016).
The sections below illustrate how electronic trading has grown in fixed income markets, and therefore
how it generates a big set of data, that require specific techniques to analyze. Article gives insight into the
benefits and challenges of big data for capital market companies, including the risk of losing global picture,
explained through the Simpson Paradox.

Capital market is a financial marketplace for its participants to deal with selling and buying financial instruments;
Commonly capital markets comprise the bond markets and stock (also called equity) markets. Capital market participants
basically include: Commercial Banks, Investment banks, Credit Unions, Mutual Funds, Pension Funds, Insurance
Companies, Leasing Companies, Stock Exchanges and etc
6
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II. E VO LUTIO N

OF
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D AT A A N ALY SI S T EC HNI QUE S

It is worth noting how electronic trading7 evolved in fixed income markets. Traditionally, fixed income
trading has been organized around large banks or securities houses, called dealers and their clients. However,
fixed income markets experienced a major shift starting in the late 1990s as electronic communication networks
(ECNs8) started to evolve. (Bank for International Settlements, 2016, pp.4-5).
Electrification in some fixed income segments is now nearly as developed as in cash equities and foreign
exchange, as illustrated in Figure 4:

Figure 4 - State of electrification in various asset classes (Bank for International Settlements, 2016, pp.45).
Electronic trading is just one example of increased digital universe, as a result of which data is growing at
a tremendous rate. These changes led to significant increase of the data flow, which on the other hand activates
doubts on the quality of data. Basic qualitative characteristics of the data are: Completeness, Consistency,
Accuracy, Validity and Timeliness (Dejaeger, K., Hamers, B. et al, 2010). Logically the higher the quality of the
data is the higher is the chance of organizational success, because of the reliance on fact-based decisions, instead
of human intuition and habit. The increase in data is a minor problem, in itself, while the increase in percentage
of unstructured data, in the overall data volume, is what is concerning all, including big exchanges (Hammer,
Kostroch et al, 2017).
Big data require specific technology and analytical methods for its transformation into value. Therefore,
big data becomes a big deal for the companies. In order to make this data understandable and presentable,
companies have to go through essential steps, like e.g.:
Data Acquisition and Warehousing - The integral complexity of BD and exponentially growing demands
develop unprecedented problems in BD engineering such as data acquisition and storage (Wang &Wiebe, 2014);
Formatting and cleaning – identifying one-off transactions in order to get sophisticated picture and
reasonable trends; Formatting and cleaning is essential for proper understanding of data; Advocates of BD and
BDA perceive that in identifying a better way to mine and clean the BD can result in big impact and value
(Chen, Chiang et al., 2012);
Data aggregation and integration - this process challenge relates to aggregating and integrating clean data
mined from large unstructured data (Sivarajah, Kamal et al, 2017);
Data visualization and interpretation - this step makes data understandable for users that is the data
analysis and modelling results are presented to the decision makers to interpret the findings for extracting sense
and knowledge (Simonet, Fedak, & Ripeanu, 2015).
Out of those stages mentioned above, last one might be perhaps the most challenging one from the
analytical point of view. Depending on the specific needs and circumstances, different techniques for data
7
The term “electronic trading” refers to the transfer of ownership of a financial instrument whereby the matching of the
two counterparties in the negotiation or execution phase of the trade occurs through an electronic system.

An ECN is a system that electronically matches buy and sell orders for securities. ECNs operate as virtually
centralized marketplaces, aggregating offers to trade and matching them against incoming trade requests
8
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analysis might be employed, many of which fall under methodology categories of econometric/time series,
statistics and related fields:
Table 1

(Huisman 2017)
(Guidolin, 2012)
Given the complexity and scale of the information available to be scrutinized, it’s quite natural that firms
are looking to computers to do more of the work. Machine learning9 is hardly a new concept in computer science,
but with the growth of big data technologies, it is now being applied in real life situations. For example, a
predictive machine learning technique is used to examine the financial news articles using textual representations
(Kavitha, Vadhana et al, 2015).
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The data analysis techniques presented in previous section provide an abstract models that organize data
elements and explore how they relate to each other as well as to real world entities properties. Simply saying,
they help us to go deep inside the data and investigate trends.
However, one key moment here is the fact that, when you dig deeper into the data, new risk arises – and
the risk is losing control over broader picture. This phenomenon is known as “Simpsons Reversal Paradox”,
which was first described by Edward H. Simpson in a technical paper in 1951 (Pearl, 1999).
Let’s simplify our discussion explain how Simpsons Paradox might affect capital market companies.
Imagine an institutional investor wants to make a profitable investment in one of the two corporations: A or B.
Assume Investor measures financial performance of those companies by quarterly Return On Equity (ROE),
calculated as net income (NI) divided by shareholders' equity (SE). Below is presented the relevant data and
ROE of each of those two companies, for each quarter of the year:
Table 2 (data is in $thousands)

9 Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence (AI) that provides systems the ability to automatically learn
and improve from experience without being explicitly programmed.
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It seems company B is more profitable in each quarter of the year, isn’t it? Obviously, according to the
ROEs calculated, Company B shows better performance than company A - and this is true for each quarter. But
still, do you see anything paradoxical here? If you don’t, then let’s make our observation simpler. Let’s present
same data in terms of two halves of the year, where:
Half 1 = Quarter 1 + Quarter 2
Half 2 = Quarter 3 + Quarter 4
Once we sum up the data of individual quarters, new ROE ratios are calculated in a same manner: net
income divided by shareholders' equity per same half. Now, we get the following picture:
Table 3 (data is in $ thousands)

The table still shows that company B is still more profitable than company A.
And still nothing paradoxical here?
Then let’s make our observation more concise and general – let’s have a look on the whole year statistics
rather than halves or quarters. So if you sum up the figures of all quarters/halves and calculate data for the total
year, we will end up with the following table:
Table 4 (data is in $ thousands)

Here is the key - unexpectedly the picture has changed dramatically. Now yearly data shows that
company A is actually better/more accurate than company B, even though table 4 consists of exactly same
data which were used in previous tables.
Above example shows that data might be misleading and it applies many different companies on
capital market. For example, “in investment management, it might seem obvious, at least at first glance,
that positive returns in every sector guarantee that active total returns will be positive. However this is not
always true. Beating every sector can result in total returns below the benchmark. Data compelling for one
hypothesis can be reversed in every subpopulation thus supporting the contrary position like it is shown
below" (Bassett, 1996):

Figure 5: Comparison of active returns of the investment portfolio with S&P500 by sectors
Simpson’s paradox can be found in economics, which is described in Appendix A of this article.
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Above examples reveal that data might be misleading. This is what we mean under the risk of losing
global picture. In other words, it is good to apply special techniques and go deeper into the data, but there is a
risk of losing bird’s eye view.
As big data are increasingly embedded into social and spatial decisions, processes, and institutions, the
links between signifier and signified might become ever more obfuscated. That is, as we begin to place more and
more trust in big data and the software, algorithms, and machines that are used produce and analyze such data,
we may tend to lose sight of the very things that such data represent (Graham and Shelton, 2013).
IV. O TH ER O PPO RTUN ITIE S , C H ALLE N GE S
C APIT AL M ARK ET
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In capital market companies big data strategies are usually focused on three main directions - focused on
revenue generation, meeting compliance requirements, and operational efficiency and cost reduction. For
example, Sentiment analysis a good illustration of a revenue generating focus of big data. Specifically, big data
strategy can be used to gather and process information to create a clear picture of market tendencies and
sentiments in order to use relevant trading strategies, as well as to value individual securities. More recently
however, firms have focused on increasing their capabilities to perform news analytics, thus coming up with the
use of big data strategies. (O'Sheaa and Shah, 2014, pp.27-28).
In order to avoid the loss of global picture mentioned in the previous section and at the same time
maintain control over details, companies use sophisticated data visualization tools and softwares. There are
number of data visualization tools out there, lik e.g.: Qlikview, Spotfire, IBM, SAS, Microsoft Power Business
Intelligence, Tableau, Excel, D3 and so on (Kandel, Paepcke, et al, 2012).
Those basically include dashboards providing a comprehensive picture, namely 360-degree view for
business users with their most important metrics in one place, with updating feature in real time and available on
many different devices. Users can explore the data behind their dashboard using intuitive tools that make finding
answers easy and everything happens with single click. Nowadays creating a dashboard is simple, thanks
to hundreds of connections to popular business applications. (Ferrari and Russo 2016)
Many financial sector companies have very specific software requirements and, therefore, decide to build
big data solutions from scratch. For this task, data engineers’ skills are clearly vital. For those smaller enterprises
that cannot afford hiring skilled data engineers, the solution is often found in fintech development outsourcing,
which might stimulate demand for financial expertise within software companies (Lee and Shin, 2017).
Big data technology can also be used to reduce the cost of data storage. Capital markets firms often face
difficulties with data aggregation for reporting to satisfy both comprehensive reporting needs. The process of
collection, transformation, and aggregation of data can be a challenge because of resource constraints within the
company. “The appeal of big data in this context is that firms are able to tier storage - older or less well-used
data sets can be stored in cheaper data containers-and they can establish a long-term data retention facility that
will not be challenged by increasing volumes of input over time” (O'Sheaa and Shah, 2014, p.29).
However, it’s important to note that spending significant amount of money on big data analytics doesn't
guarantee that companies are getting the results that they want - or even that they know what they are doing.
Apart from increased variety, volume and velocity of the data there are number of pros and cons identified by
different researches so far. According to NewVantage Partners’ 2018 big data Maturity Survey Enterprises report
multiple advantages as well as disadvantages of big data, including the following
(https://www.datamation.com/big-data/big-data-pros-and-cons.html):
Table 6 Advantages and Disadvantages of big data
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List of the 2018 executive survey participants included 77.2% Financial Service companies, like e.g.
Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, Citi Group, Wells Fargo, Bloomberg and etc. One of the key finding of the survey
is that 97.2% of organizations are investing in big data and AI initiatives. However, investment levels continue
to be relatively lower and modest. It can be expected that this investment trend is only like to continue in order to
compete with data-driven competitors. (NewVantage Partners LLC, 2018, p.8).
V.

C O NCLU SIO N

Business decisions may usually have a strong financial effect, especially in financial trading, where even
single decision, regardless of its size, might result in huge loss or gains. Over the past decades, advances in
computer technologies in combination with the evolution of market structure resulted in emergence of electronic
securities trading, leading to dramatic change of global securities markets. Financial securities transactions that
used to be conducted by person and over the counter using phone are now basically executed by automated
trading platforms. As a result the world is facing a vast increase in the exchange volumes, significant
fragmentation of the markets and even bigger increase in the number of orders.
Financial trading markets have never been lacking large data sets. The emergence of big data and relevant
advanced business intelligence will make them even more heavily dependent on data analysis and should change
the way in which these markets’ participants operate.
Big data has become a big deal and capital market companies have been transforming to handle it. It
becomes apparent that business intelligence applications are increasingly backing trading process and dealing
with large amounts of data. This start to happen for large trading organizations and investment banks, but also
noticeably for relatively smaller business entities and even individual traders. However it is revealed big data in
capital markets is still far from being considered mature, because capital markets have been relatively slow to
adopt relevant strategies and latest developments, namely data science and high-frequency trading are still
relatively new in the financial trading. Companies who want to integrate to global markets, among other things,
will have to think on transforming its operations and automating big data analysis process.
Implementation of the technology dealing with variety, volume and velocity of the data comes with its
own cost. In spite of this, apparently capital market companies are increasingly investing in these technologies
with two main purposes: to stay competitive and to ensure investors earn optimal return on investments.
Companies are trying to catch up and explore how to use these technologies not just in the regulatory space, but
also to create value through improved modelling and analysis for trading purposes. Companies’ performance
measurement techniques and risk management will be increasingly reliant on scrutinizing historical data and
combining it with real - time data to apply portfolio weights, model liquidity, and performance attribution over a
determined period.
This is a growth area with huge potential, as the amount of digital information (particularly unstructured)
is growing at staggering rates - more data was created during the last two decades than in the rest of human
history. Investing in big data technologies will help companies to stay up-to-date, reduce costs, dig into trends,
go deep into figures, investigate changes, but they should not forget Simpson’s Reversal Paradox and the risk of
losing global picture – data might be misleading.

VI. A PP ENDIX A
Simpson’s paradox can be found in economics, while analyzing GDP and per capita GDP growths.
“Aggregation is a common practice in economics and business, and it often causes counterintuitive “anomalies,”
which are simply manifestations of Simpson’s paradox or the Yule–Simpson’s effect. Aggregated data below
shows a decline in the per capita GDP of the world from the mid-1990s into the turn of the twenty-first century.
Since the per capita GDP of the world decreased by nearly 1% over the period, one may be bewildered by the
apparent decreased standard of living in the world and wonders why all the technological advances in the late
1990s, which presumably lifted productivity, regressed the society as a whole. When the same data are
partitioned into developing and developed countries, however, the per capita GDP actually showed an increase
for both the developed and developing countries over the period. While the per capita GDP of the developed
countries increased 1.72% from 1996 to 2001, the per capita GDP of the developing countries increased 4.32%.
How could both the developed countries and developing countries increase the per capita GDPs while the
world’s per capita GDP decreased (Ma, 2015, pp.5-6)”?

Table 5 Comparing per capita GDPs of the developed and developing countries in 1996 and 2001
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“In the example shown in Table 5, the populations of the developed and developing countries changed
unevenly from 1996 to 2001. Whereas the population of the developed countries increased by 2.78%, the
population of the developing countries increased, at a much higher rate, 7.99%. This uneven change of
population size in the compared entities is a main cause for the reversal - both the developed and developing
countries had an increase in the per capita GDP, yet the world as a whole actually had a decrease in per capita
GDP from 1996 to 2001” (Ma, 2015, p.5).
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